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FOREWORD

The Center on Education and Training for Employment, The Ohio State University, was
asked to review and study the complete educational system within the Federated States of
Micronesia (FSM). During the study the issues of the efficiency, accessibility, and effec-
tiveness of the existing educational system were carefully analyzed, resulting in a variety
of recommendations and suggested methods for achievement, which are contained in this
report.

During the course of this study, a project staff of nine persons visited over 75
elementary and secondary schools and (5 postsecondary campuses) and interviewed over 1,500
persons in the four states and on many of the islands. Leaders in both national and state
education, as well as legislators, members of the Board of Regents, college presidents,
and government officials, were interviewed, as were hundreds of teachers, principals, and
students in the elementary and secondary schools. Also important to the study were discus-
sions with employees, postsecondary education federal program operators, and community
agencies. Project staff also went beyond FSM officials and citizens in their search for
relevant information. Extensive literature reviews were conducted and meetings held with
officials in embassies, the U.S. Departments of Education and the Interior, the United
States Office of the Peace Corps, and the various units of the University of Hawaii and the
East-West Center.

This executive summary represents the best judgments and creative thinking about the
problems facing elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education in the Federated States
of Micronesia and likely solutions to those problems. It is based upon the realistic
insights of those interviewed and a critical review of relevant research and. national data
brought together by project staff. This review of the problems and potential of the FSM
elementary and secondary educational system and a brief summary of the postsecondary system
reflects some of the same broad concerns offered in the companion special report on
postsecondary education, as well as other, earlier reports prepared for the nation.

A frank assessment of strengths and weaknesses is made, and recommendations are pre-
sented about the role and functions of elementary and secondary education--recommendations
that we believe are in the best interests of the nation as a whole and especially in the
interests of its future students, both youths and adults.

v,
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The Center's staff and consultants sincerely appreciate the opportunity to participate
in this study. Specifically commendation is given to the sixteen study team members, the
twelve technical advisors, and the numerous FSM educational and governmental advisors who
provided access to *ndividuals and data needed. These individuals are identified in the
acknowledgement section.

Additionally, appreciation is extended to the hundreds of FSM individuals who gave of
their time, provided objective insight into current problems and strengths, and gave their
recommendations for improvement as weil. These contributors are also identified in the
acknowledgement section.

We believe that the content of this executive summary accurately and objectively
conveys the nature of the potential, the problems, and the solutions that were communicated
to us.
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Project Director
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PREFACE

The Federate ti States of Micronesia (FSM) faces many of the same challenges that other
nations in the developing world have to address. Indeed, dramatic shifts in the
international balance of economic and political power are forcing the FSM to adapt and deal
with the inevitability of change. In this regard, Micronesia is in the same condition as
the rest of the family of nations in preparation for the 21st century.

Yet, there is a distinctive mission as well. The FSM has consciously chosen the
course of independence and control over its own destiny. It is attempting to develop its
own institutions and approaches after many years of external control and social Ind
economic dependency. Thus, the challenges are increased, but so are the opportunities.

This report is symbolic of the intentions of the people of the FSM to express their
desire for independence and commitment to change. It was repeatedly stressed to the
members of the study team undertaking this project that the desire for change was sincere,
that the commitment to developing a new approach for education was real, and that the
national and state governments were prepared to do what was necessary to produce the
necessary results. We were to express both our findings and our recommendations honestly,
to acknowledge but not be bound by the past, and to give our best estimate of what was
needed to provide the FSM and its constituent states with a straight-forward approach to
reform their educational systems.

We have endeavored to do so. In this report we have not attempted to solve every
perceived problem. It would not have been realistic to do so We have, however, developef,
an approach which, if implemented, has the potential of assisting the people of the FSM in
coming to terms with the legacy of their past in charting their course for the future.
Consequently, the number of recommendations is relatively small. We regard each one,
however, to be of critical importance. Likewise, our assignment was to confine our
attention to those things that can be implemented in the next five years. All the
reommendations we have made can be accomplished within this time frame. This does not
mean they will be accomplished easily, with the full endorsement of all parties who will be
affected by them, or, in all cases, inexpensively. Nor will they be implemented without
debate; we would not be performing our assigned task if could be. To spark a debate on
these points is clearly part of the purpose in the study. If our attempt to resolve a
problem is believed to be unsatisfactory, it is the responsibility of those saying so to
developing an approach that will work better. When this is accomplished, the study will
have achieved its goals.
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This was, in many ways, a most challenging project. While many aspects of this studywere similar to othet studies undertaken by the Center on Education and Training forEmployment, project staff were required to step beyond the parameters of their usualapproaches to education. While the education system of the FSM shares certain featureswith other, more developed nations, particularly the United States, there is much that isquite unique. As such, our effort had to be customized specifically to the needs of theproject and compatible with the orientation to education held by the people of Micronesia.Therefore, as the situation is unique, so were our procedures and the final product. Inthe course of the study, we conducted one of the largest, if not the largest, educationalsurveys ever carried out in the Pacific. This was necessary because of the scope of theeffort and the need to include a variety of persons in the debate over the future ofeducation in the FSM. As a consequence, we believe that we reflect the positions of alarge segment of the educational community rather well. On the other hand, few reliableinferences can be made about other nations from our findings. We do not advance thisreport as representing the Pacific nations in general. We do, however, believe verystrongly in the appropriateness of the directions we have suggested for the FSM.

Along these lines, some discussion of the underlying assumptions of this study is inorder. The reader may find our approach distinctively western. That is, the structure wepropose is one in which the purposes of the educational system include: the development ofa capacity for a high degree of democratic citizen participation in decision-making; thecreation of a climate in which employment and career progress are valued and sought; aharmonious coexistence between the nation's economic development efforts and itseducational realities; the distribution of opportunities and individual life chancesaccording to egalitarian principles; and the growth of the realization that the needs ofthe nation as a whole become a valid consideration, augmenting but not replacing the islandor village perspective, among other things. Clearly, we feel most comfortable with thesevalues underscoring our effort. However, we advance these purposes in consideration not somuch of our own values as of the simple fact that nearly 45 years of American control andwestern institutional development have made such a point of view a realistic one for theFSM. Again, this is not necessarily the case for other Pacific nations. However, itrepresents a logical extension of where the people of Micronesia have been and where theycan go in a reasonable period of time.

In sum, the purpose of this study has been to assist the FSM in its effort to reformits educational system. We have directed our effort to interface with the nation'splanning and legislative processes. We trust that the procedure by which we have arrivedat our conclusions has fairly reflected the views of the people of the FSM and hope thatthe suggestions we have made on that basis are found to be useful.

x 12
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INTRODUCTION

Newly established independence is exhilarating for any people. The opportunity to
freely determine one's own destiny after generations of not being able to do so is rare in
the history of nations; it is a heady experience for both the individual and the state.
The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is now at that exciting point in its history.
After nearly half a millennium of rule by external powers, the FSM is part of an expression
of political sovereignty sweeping the globe. As such, Micronesians have the chance to
redefine themselves according to their own values, priorities, and standards. It is

clearly a new day in all respects.

Yet along with the freedom inherent in self-determination comes challenge. In this
respect, the problems and challenges confronting the FSM are at lel as imposing as are
the opportunities. The political situation is fractious, with instability apparent at both
the state and national levels. The economic future, on which the prospective governability
of the country rests, is uncertain, with the linkage between the nation's plans for econom-
ic development and its capacities to realize these aspirations in a short time a fragile
one at best. Finally, the educational system, a dimension central to both national gover-
nance and the FSM's economic future, is in much need of improvement. Indeed, perhaps the
greatest challenge to the stability and ultimate success of the FSM's national experiment
arises from the need to educate and train the youth of today and retrain some adults for
the goals of the nation tomorrow.

It is not enough that educational opportunities are extended tv uniquely gifted
individuals in a way that would be conducive to their personal success. Indeed, opportuni-
ties have always existed for Micronesian youths to find success through pat ticipation in
the educational and social systems of the nation that held political, social, and cultural
hegemony over what are now the states of the FSM, whether that nation was Spain, Germany,
Japan, or, more recently, the United States. As a general rule, those who were able to
leave the islands to study did so, usually taking up residence either physically, cultur-
ally, or both, in the colonizing society. This has created, over the course of many years,
a chronic brain drain and skilled manpower shortage, depriving the FSM and its member
states of the human capital they have needed in order to progress. This drain cannot
continue if the nation's hopes for its future are to come even remotely within reach of
realization.

I
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Indeed, the issue of human capital is so fundamental that this study of the elementary
and secondary system of the FSM directs itself to a single, broad question: how can the
nation reinvigorate, reshape, and reconstruct its existing educational resources so that
its citizens have the opportunity to obtain the highest level of academic and vocational
skills possible and invest those skills in the future of the FSM? To achieve this outcome
fully will take many years, will require stable and proactive leadership on the part of the
national government and the full support of FSM states, and will involve very complex
strategies of development in both the short and long terms; however, it is crucial that a
beginning be made. It is appropriate, therefore, that the government of the FSM has
commissioned this study to develop the basis for a five-year plan and beyond. It is with
this understanding of the role of education in the fabric of society and its specific
contribution to the hopes and aspirations of the Micronesian people that the study team
began its inquiry.

ASSUMPTIONS AND PRINCIPLES OF STUDY

The study team carefully prepared itself in order to establish fair and realistic
assumptions about the FSM nation, its people, and educational needs and current system.
Resulting from extensive staff orientation and self-study, five fundamental principles
became the framework for fact finding and the development of all national and state
recommendations:

o All recommendations must lead to unifying, through education, the sense of nation-
hood and national citizenship.

o All recommendations must directly or indirectly foster the values and attitudes of
work responsibility, the expectation of improved satisfaction, and the opportunity
for improved satisfaction.

o All recommendations must strengthen, improve, and expand the access, delivery, and
quality of education at all levels.

o All recommendations must foster the value of self-sufficiency for individuals, for
the states, and for the nation.

o All recommendations must assure the preservation and enrichment of the state and
local cultures, traditions and heritage of the FSM, primarily through education.

2
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Additionally, no criticism is expressed of the people or educators of the FSM, for all
staff were extremely impressed with the Micronesian people and their commitment to learn-
ing, family, and -Mr-sufficiency, which resulted in deep affection. Nonetheless, the
recommendations lnd surrounding decisions do separate the causes for current problems from
foreign governmeat influence and the current local, state and national leadership. As we
thought would be expected, we took strong positions when a problem clearly existed, needed
to be corrected, and was correctable.

It is expected that the national recommendations and the numerous state recommenda-
tions will receive varying degrees of support or rejection. What is more important is that
the principles behind the recommendations are sound, dependable, necessary, and appropriate
to national and state educational improvement. These choices are for the people of the FSM
and this study has no pretense in that direction. It matters not whether the recommenda-
tions are accepted fully, partially, or not at all. What is important is that the FSM and
its member states acknowledge that improvements are needed, identify the problems, and
identify and commit to solutions.

Finally, the issues in education are most basic and fundamental. Teachers need to be
skilled in teaching methods and in their specialties, the learning environments need tc
enhance student motivation and achievement, and instructional and learning materials are
needed to stretch the capabilities and imagination of the student. To this end the study
focused mainly on the following questions:

o What purpose would this educational resource serve?

o Who should this resource serve?

o What are the relative costs and benefits of this resource?

o How would this resource aid in achieving the goals of the nation?

These questions directed the study to examine five key issues that are fundamental to
full scale reform:

o Infraskucim--Are the schools, thp facilities, and their locations adequate? If
not, why not?

o Personnel--Are the teachers and principals qualified? Is there sufficient staf, f,
and what is the relationship between faculty and administration?

3
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o Curriculum--What is being tauglra How and with what effects? To whet degree are
the nation's history, tradition, and culture being taught?

o Governance/PolicyWhat is the structure and condition of national, state, and
local school relationships? What is the relationship between public and private
school sectors?

o FinanceHow is education funded? How are the funds being utilized?

The following recommendations are directed to these five issues and provide realistic
solutions and methods of achieving improved efficiency and effectiveness are offered at the
national and state levels.

HISTORICAL. SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC ISSUES

The newly constituted Federated States of Micronesia comes out of a history of
European, Asian, and American domination. It now has a Compact of Free Association with
the United States. As a result, the difficult task of unifying many ethnic groups and
cultures into a sense of nationhood is and will continue to be a challenge for the govern-
ment. One such struggle is to examine the appropriateness and effects of the current
United States system of education in this unique nation of islands, geographic separation,
caste systems, and several local languages.

The national constitution calls for a democratic society in which all have the right
to a high-quality education, choice of occupation, freedom of expression, self-sufficiency,
and the preser vation of tradition, culture, and values. While some progress is being made
to achieve these goals, problems still exist. The nation's schools--their condition, their
location, and their numbers--do not permit full student access especially at the 14-18 ne
level. Many teachers and administrators are not well trained in their fields. At the
postsecondary level, there is still a strong dependency on off-island and especially U.S.
mainland institutions that are expensive and insufficient to the FSM needs. The FSM's own
community college system is underutilized and not structured to meet current and planned
business and industry needs.

A major demographic barrier is that the nation's 100,000 plus people are distributed
over 65 inhabited islands wit;i the infrastructure (e.g., electricity, communication),
deemed necessary for a quality learning environment still incomplete. Coupled with this,
teachers face at least fourteen different local languages while established national policy
is to stress English as a second language.

4 1 6



The nation spends almost 35 percent of its gross national product on education, one of
the highest such percentages in the world, and is facing a birth rate that might outpace
its economic growth, which could deepen this fiscal problem. The nation's population is
growing at an annual rate of 3.5 percent, fueled by a declining death rate. This means
that almost 40 percent of the population will be of school age and will grow dramatically
for many years. It is estimated that by the year 2000, the student-aged population will
grow by 25 percent, causing the need for facilities and staff for another 10,000 youths and
postsecondary-aged adults.

Finally, the issue of interface between ethnicity and geography is important to any
educational planning. With the exception of Kosrae, the states have a mixture of ethnic
groups, with multiple local communities separated by great distances. Each grouping and/or
community desires its own school and the preservation of its traditions and culture. On
the one hand, their desires are understandable; on the other hand, the government can ill
afford the continued expense of the current number and configuration of schools.

METHODOLOGY

Study Approach

A total of forty-seven staff and highly specialized consultants were selected and
together spent in excess of 9,000 hours planning and conducting this unprecedented national
educational study. No less than fifteen persons were involved in the development of three
distinct survey instruments focused on collecting the personal perceptions of FSM citizens'
attitudes and educational values. This study is unique in that it interviewed, either
individually or in focus groups, approximately 1,000, persons. Including informal discus-
sions, input into the study came from approximately 1,600 persons, or about 1.6 percent of
the nation's population. Secondly, all sectors of the educational community were inter-
viewed, including national, state, and local leaders, school administrators and staff,
parents, employers, and students at all levels. This resulted in useful data, nationally,
by state, and by each interviewed category across eighteen educational and sixteen demo-
raphic questions. In addition, the study team conducted numerous scheduled and unsched-

uled di logues, visiting over 70 school facilities across the four states and fifteen
outer islands. T is data was enhanced by numerous staff orientations to the FSM and days
spent reading the literatu e on its history and educational system. Finally, the study did
not stop with the four states of the FSM, for staff also traveled to Palau, the Marshal
Islands, Guam, and Hawaii and to faclities of several U.S. mainland postsecondary
institutions.

5 17



All the in-country study data were collected by nine inresident, highly trained data
collectors and three part-time Ohio State staff specialists. The majority of the data were
collected in September and October 1989.

While a statistically representative sample was kiot appropriate for this study, the
list of schools in the FSM was used as the sampling frame. Utilizing an extensive purpo-
sive sample of a large number of schools permitted the collection of a rather comprehen-
sive, database virtually assuring coverage of all relevant population subgroups.

The coding interpretation of study data made computerized analysis very efficient and
will permit future researchers to evaluate other questions subsequent to this study. The
study team has a high level of confidence that the available statistical data and its
narrative interpretation closely match the collective impressions and advice of the 1,600
interviewees.

RESULTS IN SUMMARY

The findings are presented in relationship to the previously cited fundamental ques-
tions but are more specifically related to the issues of education's purpose, expectations,
access, strengths, problems, finances, relationship to the economy, structure, governance,
parental involvement, and overall effectiveness. For simplicity's sake, the results of the
study are summarized around the broad topics of (I) the meaning of education,
(2) employment and education, and (3) governance, structure, policy, and leadership. For
more detailed analyses of these issues, please see the companion report "Maraging Change
for Educational Improvement."

The Meaning of Education

There appears to be a duality of expectations for education. One the one hand, 62.5
percent of respondents believed that education has an expressive purpose, that of creating
good citizens and f appy, satisfied people as an end in itself. Others (37.5 percent)
viewed education as having an instrumental purpose, i.e., training people for jobs, teach-
ing English, and maintaining culture. The degree of disparity between these two perspec-
tives was striking. However, the fact that 97 percent of respondents regarded education at
all levels as being important is striking, irrespective of its purpose. Obviously, educa-
tion is viewed as having a high degree of value and is clearly a very important cultural
issue.

6
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The following is a brief summary profile of responses to the variety of study ques-
tions. Where there are more than three options, the top three are listed.

Question I: What does it mean to be an educated person in your state?

Someone who: I. Contributes to family, society, and
government?

2. Can obtain money, a good job, and prestige?
3. Can enhance individual happiness and

satisfaction?

Should women be educated in the same way as men?

Whv or why not?

42.5%

25.6%
20.2%

Yes. 94.5%

1. They face equal future challenges.
2. They need equal training for leadership.
3. They have need of equal job opportunities.

Question 2: What are current problems with your schools?

1. Facilities, equipment, and supplies.
2. Funds.
3. Poor faculty and staff.

Question 3: What are some good things about your schools?

1. Good teachers.
2. Enables the learning of basic skills.
3. It is free and accessible.

Question 4: Is it important for people to go to school?

35.9%
23.7%
22.7%

33.3%
20.7%
18.1%

24.4%
23.4%
18.0%

Yes. 99.9%

7
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Why is it imnortant?

1. Make a living and to succeed.
2. Be productive and good citizens.
3. Bring about progress and change.

Question 5: Why don't more children go to elementary school?

1. They go.
2. Parental influence.
3. Distance from school.

IlAiraIla11111LlaibligLSIMILILY.WISBAZ

Yes.

Why L u.i._s)Lh_mImilsele entary st

1. Learn basic survival/educational skills
2. Enable high school attendance.
3. Learn to make a living.

Why don't more children finish elementary school?

1. Lack parental interest/support.
2. Students lack interest/preparation.
3. They do finish.

Question 6: Why don't more children go to high school?

1. Fai entrance exams.
2. Lac,k of school facilities.
3. Prirental/family needs.

Is it imoortant to finish high school?

37.7%
31.3%
26.1%

44.2%
41.2%
11.3%

99.5%

44.3%
26.9%
18.5%

46.7%
21.3%
18.7%

36.7%
28.7%
13.7%

Yes. 96.7%
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Why is it important?

1. Get good jobs.
2. Able to go to college.
3. Better for country.

Why don't more Youth_ finial high school?,

1. Lack interest/preparation/discipline.
2. Parents needs/neglect.
3. Get into trouble/frustration.

Question 7: What are the best jobs?

1. Government jobs.
2. Health/education services.
3. Banking/business/private sector.

How much schooling does it take to do these iobs?

1. College graduate.
2. Some college.
3. High school graduate.

43.0%
35.0%
21.7%

31.5%
18.9%
15.0%

34.4%
31.4%
17.9%

34.6%
32.5%
16.0%

Do you have enough educated Dem le to do these jobs?

No. 76.9%

Question 8: What other kinds of jobs exist here?

1. Agriculture/fishing.
2. Banking/business/private sector.
3. Mechanics/construction.

How much schooling do these iobs reauire?

I. High school graduate.
2, Some college.
3. College graduate.

9
21
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25.8%
14.2%
13.5%
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Do you have enouith educated people to do these iobs?

No. 63.0%

Question 9: If students could get better jobs, would they be encouraged to take
them?

Yes. 72.2%

Whv should they be encouraged?

1. More/better jobs and income opportunities.
2. Can better provide for family.
3. Don't, they are needed here.

39.0%
21.3%
15.5%

If people leave FSM to get better iobs, are there personal and national
problems?

Yes. 80.6%

What problems are caused?

1. Create brain drain.
2. Difficult to adapt elsewhere.
3. Create cultural conflicts.

35.9%
24.0%
22.1%

Question 10: What language or languages should teachers speak in the classroom?

1. Both English and local language.
2. English primarily.
3. English only.

What should be the main lanauatte spoken bv students in the classroom?

1. English only.
2. Both English and local language.
3. Local language.

10 22
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What grade should English be taught in?

1. Grades 1-3.
2. Grades 4-6

8'4.7%
14.5%

Question 11: Should the national government or the states determine educational
policy?

National and states jointly.
2. States.
3. National.

I. States know needs/problems best.
2. Depends on issues.
3. Nation knows needs/problems best.

Question 12: Who does a better job nationally, the public or private schools?

1. Private.

Why do you feel this way?

1. Better quality and curriculum.
2. Better teachers.
3. Selectivity of student body.

57.8%
24.1%
18.1%

58.0%
24.0%
17.9%

77.8%

33.0%
20.4%
11.6%

Question 13: If you had SI million to spend on education to better the lives of
its citizens, on what things would you spend it?

1. Education.
2. Health services.
3. Economic development.

h rE_atilergg_liggeoli_sps_j_o_e_d_s_t_oLv1 n n u ai n?

1. 40-50 percent.
2. 80-100 percent.
3. 20-39 percent.

50.9%
19.7%
24.2%

32.2%
25.1%
21.0%
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Question 14: How does the government know if the schools are doing a good Job?

1. They don't know.
2. Use of test results.
3. Administrative rePorts.

36.8%
29.5%
20.0%

Question IS: Currently, the United States
you think this is a good idea?

Yes.

Whv do you think so?

provides money for your schools. Do

85.4%

1. We lack sufficient funds. 55.6%
2. U.S. has created current dependency. 31.1%
3. It would create better schools. 13.3%

tizens d ut the hoo it_the I 1. '

drooned?

1. Would close schools. 32.9%
2. Woukl have less effective schools. 27.4%
3. Would find funds locally. 27.4%

Question 16: How much control should you have in running your schools?
[Principal's response)

I. Complete control.
2. Shared control.
3. Is currently complete.

Question 17: What is needed to run a first class school?

56.4%
26.2%

6.6%

Administrators Teachers

1. Better instructional materials/supplies. 33.9% 32.6%
2. Improved facilities. 33.9% 17.1%
3. More equipment. -0- 20.5%
4. More staff/teachers. 16.5% -0-
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Question 18: What things in the current curriculum
students?

are most important for your

1. Language. 32.5% 33.1%
2. Math/science. 24.5% 27.9%
3. Social studies (administrators). 15.5% 13.1%
4. Everything--teachers. -0- 15.0%

Question 19: What are you not now teaching that should be included?

1. Electives. 33% 32.3%
2. Vocational education. 26.6% 31.0%
3. Tradition/customs. 19.1% 21.1%

Question 20: How much interest do parents seem to have in their schools?
(Administrators response]

I. Little or no interest. 31%
2. Very much interest. 28%
3. Some interest. 25.3%

Would you like them to be more interested?

Yes.

Why or why not?

I. Makes school job easier.
2. Helps parents appreciate education.
3. Helps with discipline.

19 5
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RECOMMENDATIONS - NATIONAL

The Ohio State University study team examined FSM's educational system with a genuine
desire to assist the people of Micronesia and with a strong sense of serious intent. The
following recommendations are proposed in this context and are presented in as straightfor-
ward a manner as possible. Additionally, these recommendations have been proposed with a
deep respect and an appreciation for how difficult it will be to bring about changes appro-
priate to the seriousness of the FSM's educational problems and potential. The study team
is familiar enough with the political landscape of the FSM to tell the leadership something
pleasing to hear. This, however, would not be consistent with instructions from the
government. Educational systems are inherently associated with political systems. Educa-
tional change implies political change. So, however, does educational stagnation. The
desire for the resolution of this condition is what caused the leadership of the FSM to
commission this study.

Ultimately what is involved here is the future of the FSM and its people. While
education cannot be the sole institutional path to progress in the society, it is unique in
that every citizen in nations that have free public education comes into contact with it.
It is, therefore, a primary vehicle for a society to accomplish its purposes. If it is the
intention of the FSM to allow its people to develop themselves, thereby developing the
nation as well, financial and social investments in education are among the most appropri-
ate it could make.

Yet educational policies and priorities are not made in a void. One cannot begin from
point zero and design an ideal educational system; there is, for better or worse, already
one in place. And somehow, the forces of reform must come into existence from the less
satisfactory system. Hence, it was essential to pay close attention to what is in order to
determine what could be. In sum, this was the process by which the recommendations have
been developed.

These recommendations are by no means revolutionary. They do not propose to change
the entire system completely in one year or even five years. Rather, the focus has been to
provide meaningful input to advance the educational system in a positive direction incre-
mentally. In time, the entire system will be changed, and it has been the priority of this
study to assist in the development of a school system that is no longer an imported version
from another country or combination of countries. Instead, it is the intention of the
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study team that education not only become self-reliant in the FSM but also build self-
reliance in its citizens at the same time. Thus, this report does not propose to do every-
thing. Rather, it can provide a place for the FSM to begin and methods for systematic
progress.

With this understanding, the study recommendations are offered in summary. Each
recommendation will be stated as briefly as possible, with a short discussion. Detailed
suggestions for implementation, if in fact these are not self-evident, are contained in the
two national repors on elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education. Each recommen-
dation will be presented in the category most appropriate to its intent. Of course, there
will be considerable overlap between categories in a number of these suggestions. As it is
neither avoidable nor desirable, no attempt will be made to repeat a recommendation simply
to indicate its relationship to another area of concern.

Governance and Structure

Resinsmendaljnnj; WE RECOMMEND that the roles_ and resoonsi national and
state governments be better defined than they presenth are and that redefinition be con-
ducted in such_a_ way that a itenuine Partnership is formed.

The national government has both the need and the capability to better serve the
nation as a coordinating body through which to implement educatimal reform. Indeed, the
constitutional mandate for concurrent powers, shared by the state and national governments,
needs to be expressed in terms of concurrent responsibilities and mutually supportive
actions. It is clear that a better articulation of authority is needed.

It is proposed that the education authority in the FSM not only maintain the roles and
responsibilities it currently has but also become responsible for the development, imple-
mentation, and leadership in national standards for various areas, among them teacher
training and certification, building maintenance, student achievement, Id parental train-
ing and involvement.

We suggest that states retain full autonomy in the delivery of educational services
and in organizing local resources to meet national standards and control over the curricula
through which this is accomplished. However, the national government should be assigned
the responsibility and the means to seek compliance in those areas defined as national
priorities for student achievement, such as language arts, mathematics and science, voca-
tional education, and citizenship.

b
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Recommendition Z WE RECOMMEND a reorganization of education responsibility in the
national government by recreating the Office of Education as a new. national Department of
Education.

The priority the national government has given to education and the portion of the
national and state budgets education consumes fully justify the increased visibility and
policy access such a status would provide. Further, the office of the Assistant Secretary
should be elevated to full cabinet status, with this official reporting directly to the
President. The current structure, based as it is on the model of the former U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, is no longer appropriate. The challenges the
nation faces in both social services and education, while perhaps equally serious, are
distinct and require separate approaches. Implementation of this recommendation will
streamline operations in the department needed for suggested reform.

Recommendation 3: WE RECOMMEND that state education department structures be reorganized
in a, fashion compatible with that Proposed for the new national Department of Education at
a scale of staffing appropriate to the states' size. resources. and needs.

It is suggested that state departments of education address staffing requirements in
much the same way as suggested for the national department, reorganizing patterns of posi-
tions, retitling job classifications, and handling application procedures in the same
manner.

It is further proposed that each state division head contribute time to national task
forces, with its national counterparts, to jointly plan and implement future activities.
Finally, =inally, it is suggested that state boards of education be established to function
in a manner parallel to the proposed national board.

Policy

Recommendation 4: WE RECOMMEND that legislation be introduced immediately into the
national Congress to prohibit any future national government hiring or employee retention
based on nepotism or clan membership.

This pertains to government hires at the national and state levels in which any direct
supervisory relationship involves persons of the same family or kinship structure.
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Inappropriaw personnel choices are unfortunate and highly costly, not simply in terms
of cost efficiency but also with respect to agency credibility and, ultimately, the proper
functioning of the agency with :aspect to the needs of the people. As a general rule, the
appearance of nepotism and favoritism should be avoided even if that is not the intent of a
particular hiring decision.

Recommendation 5: WE RECOMMEND that it be a policy of the national government that
instruction be bilingual (local language/ English) from the child's initial entry into the
school system and that standards be esjablished for student performance in each.

It is suggested that the national government establish and enforce criteria for
student achievement in English proficiency and that the state establish and enforce these
criteria in the local language. We further suggest that appropriate outside experts be
retained to assist the national government in creating these standards and constructing
appropriate instruments for testing student achievement levels. Quality bilingual educa-
tion is a positive social benefit and assists in the effort to retain the society's cultur-al integrity and roots in the past. Teachers will have to be relatively highly trained and
skilled. it is suggested that a national credentialing body or bodies on which the stateshave strong representation, establish instructional criteria and that appropriate training
resources be developed by an external organization with an understanding of the respective
cultural influences.

Recommendation 6: WE RECOMMEND that it be the_ DOH CY of the national government to encour-
age the participation and involvement of parents in the school system and that this policx
be implemented at the state level according to local needs.

The creation of a national parents' organization similar to the Parent-Teacher Associ-ation and others in the U.S., with state and local chapters in all parts of the FSM, is
highly recommended. These local boards should be required or encouraged to include commu-nity members on their local boards and committees. Such boards may serve either in an
advisory capacity or, if a state's situation warrants it, as an actual governing authority
with the power, among other things, to hire and fire school personnel under the regulations
of the state Department of Education.
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Recommendation 7: WE RECOMMEND that it be a DOH CY of the_national government to enjlance
atudents' knowledge and understanding_ of world. national. and state ci t i zenshiD

restionsibilitiet.

It is suggested that local, state, national, and world citizenship, history, geogra-
phy, and other related disciplines be combined into an integrated social studies curricu-
lum. We further suggest that appropriate local or regional experts be retained to assist
the national government in creating standards and constructing appropriate instruments for
testing student achievement. We also recommend that citizenship education be supplemented
with a pledge of national allegiance for elementary school chi!dren at the start of every
school day. The nation needs to develop capacity for strengthening its citizenship base if
it is to survive the struggles that any nation, particularly a developing one, must face.

Recommendation 11: WE RECOMMEND a national Policy allowing and supporting. though not
officiallv encouraging. outrnjgration of FSM young people in pursuit of education and iokg.

The purpose of this policy would be to buy time for the nation's economic development
programs to bear sufficient fruit that the nation could begin to absorb its surplus labor.
Presenting the potential of outmigration can be included in career-focused counseling and
guidance as one of several options for the student to consider. The recommended program
should begin to educate students as to the value of private sector jobs and how vocational
education can provide many benefits while supporting a realistic career choice. In addi-
tion, options for a policy of returning money, or remittance, to one's family and nation
should be considered as a way of mediating the negative effects of the inevitable brain
drain, while stimulating the local, state, and national economies as well.

This recommendation acknowledges the cultural impact of outmigration but at the same
time recognizes that there is a national benefit to making the best of what exists. On
balance, its objective benefits seem to outweigh its social costs.

r
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Curriculum

Rgemuaggdatim2 KE_MSLQMMEEDahati_natignii vocational education curriculum be estab-
lished _for grades 1-12 focused on both current _and pro iected_ economic deysloPment
activities.

The basis of appropriate vocational education opportunities is the economic develop-
ment plans of the nation and its member states. It is suggested that a major effort be
initiated to review the economic development plan, which would in part ensure that the
future national effort in vocational education would respond to the FSM's development
needs. A FSM employment and training task force should be established, composed of the
nation's education, business, and government leadership, to review the economic development
plans and projected work force needs. It is further recommended that while the national
government sets national standards and criteria for vocational education, the states mustbe free .to implement these guidelines in the most appropriate occupational areas for localeconomies. A labor force with better levels of vocational skills may have relatively
improved the atmosphere for business investment, and improving employment prospects for all
citizens.

Recommendation 10: WE RECOMMEND that in con iunction with Recommendation 7. the national
Department of Education create a bidding Process for the publication of appropriate texts
in the social sciences (FSM citizenship, history, and geography).

The history, culture, and social context of the FSM is unique. Few texts exist that
adequately capture the essence of life in the FSM, and fewer still present a point of view
that would gain the approval of the national government, as this report is proposing. Ifthe people of Micronesia want a unique identity, it must develop its own resources toreinforce it. Beginning to create its own texts is a very basic step in this process. We
further recommend that supervision of the writing and editing of these texts be delegatedto a task force of social studies educators from across the nation to ensure the accuracy
and equity of the material.
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School Finance

Recommendation I I: WE RECOMMEND that national leadership reauest an increase in the amounA
of funds provided for education_in the special blosk grant. section 221 (b) of the Compact
of Free Association.

The United States Congress is aware of the funding problems the FSM faces and may be
willing to extend some basic education grants provided in the three-year funding program.
While this may be an interim remedy to the problem of finance, it can only be a partial one
and cannot help but reinforce the dependency relationship on the United States. Regardless
of any extension of chapters 1 and 2, it is recommended that the FSM seek alternative
solutions and approaches for increased funding for education. The U.S. may be more recep-
tive to such an initiative if it could be demonstrated that this funding would be used to
enhance self-reliance rather than to extend dependency. The entire thrust of this study
cleat. with the issues of identifying priorities, streamlining bureaucracy, and cutting
unnecessary costs. The U.S. may be willing to support this process in the sort term in
form of increased Compact monies.

It is further recommended that all funds from the U.S. for education, at either
current or increased levels, be placed into the special block grant. We further suggest a
mandate that 70 percent of these funds be earmarked for education, given the anticipated
growth in demand for educational services along with the clear need for the national
government and the states to invest in education.

Recommendation 12: WE PROPOSE that a new financial relationship be developed between the
v r in . le nt f ell: 8

more traditional formula-based relationship as a _meansof disbursing funds for education.

We propose that the national government can most efficiently enforce national standard
by providing funds for compliance. Accordingly, if the national government has funds for
education from the U.S. or elsewhere, these should be provided to the states in a block
grant based on an enrollment formula for one year with the following distribution formula:

o 75 percent of the funds distributed to the states based on school enrollment

o 20 percent for equal distribution between states for planning and program start-up
costs

o 5 percent to the national-government for operations
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Each state would be free to expend the funds according to its own well-developed
annual plan, but a second through fifth year of funding would be based on the degree to
which it produced results in terms of a plan filed with the national government. In years
2-5, the funding formula would emerge as follows:

o 75 percent of the funds to the states based on enrollment

o 20 percent discretionary dollars for equal distribution according to compliance
with regard to the state's ;Ilan

o 5 percent for the national gwernment

The national government would be the source of funds for national priorities only. In
all other areas, autonomy and control 'would remain with the state, and an appropriate
amount of funds would be extended from the national government without conditions.

Rinmsandatign_12: WailfgA)MMENio consider enacUn& legislation for
the following revenue Proarams:

o Raising rates and fees for such service as utilities, hotel rooms, exit fees, and
so forth

o Establishing an endowment fund for public education to which individuals, agencies,
and corporations can donate

o Establishing a policy that would require using a portion of any future bond issue
to create a building fund to maintain or expand educational facilities and provide
instructional supplies

o Imposing a tax for educational funds on foreign firms wishing to make a capital
investment in the state as a condition for such investment

o Imposing an additional tax on foreign corporate investment employing nonresident
laborers and dedicating these revenues to vocational education programs designed to
eventually replace these foreign workers with local persons
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Wining=
$221211112111111i1111-14: D11-11121iL_IIIICL_MainitnanatLALImildingsand_ educational facilities
should be formally agknowledaed _by the states as laving the highest immediate priority.

Each state, using national standards, should develop a plan that includes building
repair and maintenance and a highly specific strategy for accomplishing it. This is criti-
cal because the current general condition of the school facilities across the nation under-
mines virtually every other objective that the educational system wishes to meet.

It is proposed that each state, with the help of local districts and communities,
conduct a wide-sweeping, building-by-building inspection and repair cost estimate. At the
same time, it is recommended that each state develop a master plan and maintenance/repair
budget. Finally, these budgets would have four levels of estimated support (1) local in-
kind, (2) private sector, (3) state government, and (4) national government performance
grants.

Recommendation 15: WE RECOMMEND that each state Prepare a carefully studied Plan of school
consolidation and that anv Plan for new schools at the elementary or secondaty levels_ be
placed temporarily on hold.

Little rationale exists for the number or location of schools, except perhaps as a
reflection of their symbolic value to a community. It is not uncommon to see one elemen-
tary school only a very short distance from another, while secondary schools may be totally
inaccessible. Far more can be done with existing building structures and access to educa-
tion. The FSM cannot afford the luxury of spreading its resources in this way. It is
recommended that each state carefully examine its current system and develop a plan tc
consolidate its buildings, equipment, support services, and so forth.
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Recommenstation 16 WE RECOMM NP FSM aovernment enact leaislation reauirinaitichus_AcLjuimjigte degree in their fields of specialization
within the next five years and encouratte achievement of a baccaitureate dearee in academic
subiect areas within a decade.

We recommend that the national government open negotiations with the Universities of
Guam and Hawaii along with the College of Micronesia to make it possible for teachers to
attain associate degrees within their speciality area. Insofar as the national governmentwill have the responsibility to certify teachers, rewarding the state for compliance with
national goals by funding the enhanced training of it: teachers is suggested.

Later in the postsecondary education study recommendations, detailed specifications
are provided for associate degree programs in the areas of elementary and secondary educa-
tion and school administration.

Con*sion

It is a cliche in the United States that the cost of education is high, but the costof its absence in a society is even higher. This is quite true and the condition of educa-
tion in Micronesia is evidence for this point. Its deprivation, as mentioned before, is
not of its own making. However, it has paid a dear price for the foreign domination it has
experienced for many, many years. One of the areas of its most severe deprivation has been
its inability to help its own people to develop certain levels of basic and vocational
skills. Far more damaging has been its inability to instruct Micronesians as to the rich-
ness of their history, their legacy as a people, and their courage under very trying condi-
tions. The people of Micronesia have cause to be proud of who they are. They now have not
only the opportunity but--even more--the obligation to express that pride in the develop-
ment of their most powerful natural resource: themselves.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

State Level

The study team fully recognized that all or most of the national recommendations
offered would, to varying degrees, impact on some aspect of educational operation and
improvement in each of the states. Following a review of the national recommendations for
elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education by FSM officials, those recommendations
were taken to each state for review and discussion. The following summaries reflect the
advice and creative ideas offered by representatives of state Department's of Education
developed during two- or three-day report review workshops. The state staff developed
three types of recommendations and associated implementation strategies. First, they
offered recommendations to the national government supporting the national recommendations
and the roles that state staff would like to play in their implementation. Second, they
offered recommendations that reflect actions needed in their own states in the event that
some or all of the national recommendations are accepted and implemented. Third, there
were issues or needs within their states that either were not covered or did not receive
sufficient emphasis in the national report but that state staff wanted this report to deal
with.

The following are but brief overviews of what is contained in much more detail in the
national reports for elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education.

Pohnpei

The national report provides detail on twenty-two different recommendations and
strategies for possible implementation. The following is a summary.

Educa iligict22 v rk_tialtsg.5.UNig_g,g_rr nLIARdgrjt.j2ii

Three recommendations focus on how the national and state educational offices could
better cIllaborate, cooperate, and operate. First, the need for a clearer delineation of
the roles, authority, and operational mechanics across these five agencies was expressed,
and resolution of this need was called for. There appeared to be confusion on the issue of
concurrent national and state educational authority as called for in the constitution of
the FSM.
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Overall the study reinforced the premise that an educated work force in the FSM is the
primary vehicle for improved economic development and self-sufficiency. As a result, it
was agreed that the position of education in the national and state governments must be
elevated in order to achieve needed improvements and expansion in the state educational
systems and to ensure that those systems initially deliver the needed employment-related
competencies of citizens and help citizens to keep those competencies current. Recommenda-
tions, therefore, support the concept of a national education department with a new organi-
zational structure and individual state departments reorgan! 4 in a similar fashion.

Last, the state department was in support of some form of school consolidation, which
would bring about both cost and administrative efficiencies as well as improvements in the
quality of instruction.

Next, the state was extremely supportive of the issues concerning better hiring prac-
tices, increased credentialling standards for teachers and principals and their enforce-
ment, and opportunities at CCM for preservice and inservice education. The issue here is
that of giving the state Director of Education needed authority to lead and enforce a range
of faculty and staff competency improvement policies and instructional/administrative
practice.

Curriculum Standards. Materials. and Instructional Aids

Several recommendations focused both generally on curriculum improvements and specifi-
cally on new and expanded efforts in the areas of bilingual/bicultural, vocational educa-
tion and citizenship. The concerns expressed first centered on the capacity of the FSM's
teachers to teach, and its students to use, English as their second language. Parallel to
this was a call for new and nationally developed bicultural curriculum materials that would
better ensure the preservation of the rich FSM culture through the classroom. Slcond, itwas apparent that the state's vocational education program suffers from a lack of national
and state standards, a common curriculum for all occupational fields, and a strategic plan
to link what courses should be taught and how many students shotAl take vocational courses
to the state's economic development needs. It is strongly recommended that instruction in
the concept of work, the dignity of workers, and the need for career planning begin in the
first grade and lead students progressively to occupational exploration, occupational
choice, and skill training before exiting the public schools. In all cases, it was
strongly suggested that relationships should be established with outside specialists,
institutions, and commercial publishers to assist in this major effort. The objective hereis for the FSM to acquire its own customized curriculum rather than just purchase standard
U.S. texts.
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A last priority was an increased understanding of what it means to be a Micronesian
and the Placement of greater value on citizenship on the part of youths and adults was a
priority. Citizenship needs to be formally taught and should pervade the instructional
curriculum; it should be an integral part of the social studies courses and be infused into
the daily life of the student.

Parent and EmPloverinvoLvement in Schools

The study data indicated that there was little community participation in the policy-
making, delivery, and day-to-day learning environment of schools at any level. It was
strongly recommended that several structures be established to bring parents, employers,
and community leaders into the schools and gain a renewed sense of pride and ownership in
their schools.

There is a call for an active state school board with broad representation and with
increased levels of involvement, authority, and responsibility. Equally, a statewide
parent organization should be established, focusing on local school and community needs. A
wide variety of activities for these parent groups is offered.

Last, a strong challenge should be forwarded to employers in the state to help ensure
that teachers are up to date, that equipment is current, and that the skills needed for
jobs are being taught systematically. In total, such adult involvement in the elementary
and secondary schools will bring high levels of student achievement and teacher motivation
and will bring new realism to what is taught and learned and transferability to skills and
values needed to succeed in work and family life.

Privatizing Operational Functions of Schools

There was a general sense of concern that public school faculty and staff should
concentrate on teaching and learning, whereas most other school operations might better be
delivered by the private sector. It was recommended that functions like the feeding pro-
gram, student transportation, and facility and equipment maintenance be offered to the
private sector on the assumption that cost and quality of service are to remain reasonable
and acceptable. It was hoped that quality of services would increase and savings could be
realized through a series of recommended studies. In tandem with this philosophy, the
recommendations call for a wide range of volunteer groups to help increase the quality of
school facilities.
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Guidance, Counseling. Testing. and Career Planning

It was apparent that few systematic guidance and counseling services are provided to
students or parents. Students can go through twelve grades of school with no sense of
their interests or aptitudes and no realistic educational or occupational plans. It was
recommended that guidance become a priority across all grades and schools, that new staff
be assigned to give guidance programs leadership, and that new standards and plans for
operational guidance and counseling activity and acceptable student outcomes established
immediately. Last, it was established that guidance principles should pervade all facets
of school life and reach into the home and workplace in order to help students build a
stronger sense of the value of learning, the opportunities for youth achievers, and the
many benefits of a productive and self-sufficient worker.

School Finance_and Funding Policies

It was agreed that because of reduced outside funding, ihe large growth in the school-
age population, and the need for expensive improvements in the schools, a thoroughreexami-
nation of school finance needs to be conducted. Recommendations were developed that called
for the reduction of free student services, the postponement of new construction, and new
income-producing strategies related to home owners, employers, guest wor".-.ers, and foreign
investors. In addition, many ideas were advanced on how teams of concerned volunteers
could be organized to help maintain the schools, which would reduce spending needs.

Second, it was recommended that monies for education from the national government come
in the form of block grants targeted toward needs-based state educational improvement
plans. This would allow the state to identify priority needs and determine how monies are
to be spent within established standards, but might it call for state matching provisions.

Outmigration of Youth

Given the current situation, in which there are more youths than available jobs, few
youths attend high school; where there is little vocational preparation opportunity avail-
able, a short-term resolution was considered. While most persons interviewed saw problems
in encouraging youth to leave the FSM for training and employment, over 80 percent sug-
gested that outmigration was the last of the problems that face them. It was recommended
that an outmigration loan program and remittance system be studied to help encourage youths
to gain occupational skiils and to become self-sufficient through employment. It was
believed that this would be a very positive policy to estab!ish, for the sake of both youth
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motivation and the state's economy, and that through loan repayment and financial remit-
tance to the families, it could begin building a more solid skilled manpwer 7.)ase for the
FSM to build its economy around.

While these were the major areas of recommendations, others reinforced the need to
build a stronger teacher and school principal training and retraining system, to begin
having schools accredited, and to adopt a total curriculum customized to the needs of the
FSM rather than one borrowed from other countries.

Yap

The national report provides detail on fourteen distinct recommendations and a host
of associated implementation strategies; the following is a summary.

Educttion Governance. Structure and Leadership

The state has been concerned about issues of improved teaching and school leadership
for many years and has enhanced its plans by several direct recommendations. In general,
the state staff desires improved teacher and principal standards and certification, the
means of enforcing them, annual instructional evaluations, and access to better preservice
and inservice education for current and future faculty and staff. They stress the need for
competency-based education for staff the need and to begin building individual teacher and
principal personnel development plans based on individuals' educational experience and job
performance.

Additionally, the state reinforces the need for greater clarity of roles, all'hority,
and responsibility between national and state educational governance. In doing so, the
state seconds the national recommendations dealing with a restructuring of the national and
state structures to give education a more strategic position to bring about the needed
program and facility improvements cited in the national report. Last, state staff believe
that improved staff hiring, retention, and promotion policies and procedures should be
carefully studied and improved. Important here is the state's ability to hire, retain, and
reward the best and the brightest in teaching and administrative positions. This is the
only way that long-term educational improvement will be achieved.
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Community Ptiticioation in Education,

The issues of an effective school board system at the state and local level, parentgroups organized at the local school level, and increased public relations efforts on thepart of the entire educational system, are addressed in several recommendations. Inessence, the state sees the value in the community having a greater voice and authority inrunning local schools. Hiring staff, setting priorities on how the budget should be devel-oped, and assuring that facilities are up to standards are but a few of the responsibili-ties that they feel the community should assume.

One way of effecting a more informed citizenry and establishing a new sense of prideand sense of responsibility for the improvement of education is to develop a broad-basedpublic relations and school promotion effort.

Cunicubam and Instruction

While the issues of improved curriculum and curriculum delivery were paramount acrossmost recommendations, three areas were of the highest priority.

Bilingual education needs great attention in terms of national standards, teachertraining in the Eng lisS language, and much improved teaching and student materials. Also,the most important concern is the general attitudes of teachers, principals, and parentsconcerning bilingual education and their role in helping to bring about the achievement ofthis high priority. Secondly, it is equally important that all youths continue to usetheir national language and develop and retain a deep knowledge of their traditions, his-tory, and culture. It is realized that this will not be achieved unless the nationdevelops its own standards and text materials for history, social studies, and citizenshipand achievement of these standards becomes a graduation requirement for all. It is recom-mended that to be a nation, the FSM should develop its own instructional materials andlessen its dependency on foreign materials.

Vocational education was the third area given priority emphasis by the state. It isrealized that the future economic goal of self-sufficiency can only be achieved by a betterprepared work force. To that end, the state is committed to a twelve-grade vocationaleducation sequence that would teach work values, options within the world of work, individ-ual planning for job training, employability skills, and occupational competence. Last, itis strongly proposed that the states' employers be enrolled as full partners in this objec-tive and that if necessary, youths be encouraged to gain skills and jobs outside the FSM,on a short-term basis, as part of the strategic plan.
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Finance and Fundina

The realization that school improvement, curriculum expansion, and increased staff
credentials will be expensive but accompanied by decreased funding from the United States
caused a call for a reexamination of school finance policy and operations. First, the
state is most supportive of the block grant approach to national funding as recommended in
the national report. It recommends a thorough rethinking of the funding formula currently
used, pro' ling a more equitable base for local schools, transferring a greater obligation
of cost to those who are able to pay, and determining the degree to which industry and
business should assume greater fiscal responsibility. New fees, taxes, foreign investment
contributions, and the establishment of a state education endowment fund are but a few of
the ideas forwarded.

School Facies. Eauipment. and Supplies

There was agreement that in order to improve students' attitudes toward school,
increase achievement, and improve student retention, the learning environment must be
greatly improved. The state's recommendations are directed towards improved building and
equipment standards, building finance partnerships to meet these standards, and greater
collaborative efforts between public and private schools and agencies.

Second, it was determined that one way of improving schools might be a well-planned
school consolidation. Yap is so small in land mass that it cannot afford duplication of
facilities and equipment, especially in the high-cost areas of vocational education and
some high-level academic subjects.

Teacher and School Principal Certification Improvement

The state is in support of the postsecondary recommendations, especially those that
are directed toward increasing the nation's ability to train better its education work
force for the 1990s. It is recommended that teachers be trained specifically for their
specialties (e.g., math, science, or vocational education), well grounded in teaching
methods, and trained in the learning theories for the age level they are to work with.
Associated with this is the call for specific majors and degrees to be provided for elemen-
tary teachers, high school subject matter teachers, and school principals. This will call
for a new set of CCM degree standards, incentives for teachers and principals to go back to
school, and a strong commitment to enforcing these new standards when personnel hiring and
retention issues arise.
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Last, it was suggested that the state look at a range of nontraditional pathways for
teachers wanting to enter the field, as well as a range of means for the nation to
provide a teacher/principal credentialling board and school accreditation system.

Kosrae

The national report provides iletail on ten different recommendations and strategies
for possible implementation regarding elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education.

Educational Goymmance and Administration

Four recommendations focus on how the national and state educational offices could
collaborate, communicate, and operate more efficiently. First, a major reorganization of
the state Department of Education is called for to provide improved functional linkages and
compatibility between the state and national departments. The four divisions within this
new structure are (1) instructional services, (2) curriculum and instructional materials
development, (3) educational programs facility operations, and (4) vocational education.
Tied to this reorganization is the need for an improved flow, quality, and use of informa-
tion between the state and national departments, as well as within the various units of the
total Kosrae state government.

A second emphasis in these recommendations is a call for a higher priority on parental
involvement in the day-to-day operation of the schools. A strong call for the formaliza-tion of state and local pareat advisory committees (PACs) is made. Last, as in all theother FSM states, there is a critical need and call for an increase in higher-priority,
higher-quality vocational education program opportunities for both youths and adults.First, it is suggested that vocational education be given department or divisional statusand strong leadership, authority, and funding to ensure the adequate delivery and moni-
toring of all education for employment programs in the state paralled to short- and long-
term needs for economic development. Vocational education is defined as the development of
values and attitudes concerning work, the systematic exposure and investigation of the workworld, and finally the acquisition of employment and employability skills needed to be
self-sufficient and productive at work.
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Two recommendations suggest the highest-priority needs regarding the foundation of any
educational improvement effortits teachers, counselors, and building administrators. In
essence, it is suggested that the policies and procedures for personnel hiring, promotion,
and termination be overhauled, with overall authority for such matters given to the state
Director of Education. Second, once the best are employed, it is suggested that they be
monitored on an annual performance contract arrangement to better ensure high-quality
performance. This would be supported by the establishment of a school administrator certi-
fication system with realistic standards, which will allow for the development of individ-
ual professional renewal plans with enforcement authority. Likewise, it is suggested that
noncreative teaching faculty undergo a credential review, resulting in professional renewal
plans that must be implemented for job retention.

Enrollment approvals, summer inservice training schedules, summer pay for teachers and
administrators, and the current free college credit arrangement policies need close study
and change. Professional development is an individual responsibility as in other fields,
and it is suggested that educators assume some of the fiscal responsibility for obtaining
and maintaining their employment credentials.

These recommendations and others are all directed toward a state mandate to increase
quickly and then maintain a better-trained cadre of educators, especially in relation to
the area of specialty in which they are contracted to function.

Curriculum

Three broad recommendations focus on the strong need to improve and expand the state's
standard curriculum. Generally, these recommendations focus specifically on new and
expanded efforts in the areas of bilingual/bicultural, vocational Pthicat ion , and citizen-
ship. The concerns expressed first centered on the capacity of the FSM's teachers to
teach--and its students to use--English as their second language. Parallel to this was a
call for new and nationally developed bicultural curriculum materials that would better
ensure the preservation of the rich FSM culture through the classroom. Second, it was
apparent that the state's vocational education program suffers from a lack of national and
state standards, a common curriculum for all occupational fields, and a strategic plan to
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link what courses should be taught and how many students should take vocational courses to
the state's economic development needs. It is strongly recommended that instruction in the
concept of work, the dignity of workers, and the need for career planning begin in the
first grade and lead students progressively to occupational exploration, occupational
choice, and skill training before exiting the public schools. It was strongly suggested
that relationships be established with outside specialists, institutions, and commercial
publishers to assist in this major effort. The objective here is for the FSM to acquire
its own customized curriculum.

This will call for a stronger and larger DOE curriculum division, improved policies
and procedures for the purchasing Lnd adaptation of non-FSM materials, partnerships with
publishers, and incentives for FSM teRchers and experts to develop their own local teaching
materials. Additionally, it is suglested that the DOE take a leadership role in estab-
lishing the nation's bicultural and bilingual materials, conducting curriculum mapping
studies, and developing curriculum specific training opportunities and a means of measuring
student performance.

&hasLEinana

While the topic of finance is a major and enduring one, the reports emphasize two
major areas of improvement. First, priority is given to the development of a high-school-
age vocational training and employment loan program. This program would provide needed
incentives to ensure that the best training available is accessible and affordable for the
citizens of the state, much as it does for college-bound students. It is recommended that
the state help those who need such training and/or employment either inside or outside the
FSM. Such a program could eventually be financed by the individual's repayment, much as
the current student loan program operates.

Second, it is suggested that the DOE study and prepare a five-year strategic resource
development plan that takes into account projected short-falls, increased costs, and
increased student enrollment. This plan would look at the feasibility of special fees,
taxes, budget reallocations, and special corporate assessments, as well as the concept of
selling education for employment on a fee/cost basis to both the public and private
sectors.
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Chuuk

The national report provides detail on fifteen recommendations and a wide variety of
practical implementation strategies for each; the following is a summary.

fenemunatuaLAdminisintian

In line with the state's support for several of the national recommendations, five
specific reinforcing recommendations in this area are offered for Chuuk DOE
consideration.

As in the three other states, there is a strong call for a reorganization of education
at the state and local level. The state structure should give more priority to curriculum,
vocational education, the consolidation of its schools, and increased authority for the
hiring, promotion, assignment, and termination of personnel. Improvements in these areas
are the foundation for most of the other improvement recommendations being forwarded.

Second, the new state Department of Education needs the advice, involvement, and
leadership of the public and private sector; these should be provided through an active
state Board of Education. it is suggested that a state board be immediately empowered and
that a broad public information program about its potential and importance be implemented.
Related to the state board activities, it is recommended that a system of community parent
advisory committees be established with broad responsibilities for school involvement.

These two strategies will transfer attitudes of ownership and responsibility to the
parents and employers, resulting in better care and support for all aspects of education,
especially the care and maintenance of its buildings.

Key to the low high school enrollments, youth unemployment, and the economic growth of
the state is the improved capacity of the state to vocationally train its youth and adults.
It is recommended that vocational education be given much increased state department
authority, resources, and staff. These are needed to ensure that all youth have the oppor-
tunity to become employment-literate, understand job opportunities that might exist, and
bring new values toward work and to ensure that all education for employment in the state
is coordinated and that enrollment equity is attained. This will also demand that the DOE
work closer with leaders of the department of planning and economic development.
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Last, it is apparent that national ownership of schools detracts from their efficient
maintenance and operation. Ownership of school buildings must be more closely aligned with
sending households, and one way of achieving this is through state department ownership of
both land and buildings.

Infrastructure

Few would deny that the school facilities and grounds are not currently sufficient to
promote attendance, high parental value, and student achievement. The current system of
school repair and maintenance is not working, and major change must be made immediately.
The report offers four hard-hitting recommendations to this end. The first calls for a
loud and clear priority commitment on the part of the DOE to improve. Major studies should
be conducted, maintenance and repair plans developed, a "Fix the School" campaign designed,
and plans for massive parent and employer volunteer programs/teams established and
supported.

Second, it is suggested that the private sector may be better equipped to maintain
the schools. The DOE should study the advantages of privatizing all parts of the depart-
ment's maintenance and transportation functions.

Associated with the above suggestion is the recommendation that the state providematching funds as an incentive for local communities to improve all dimensions of their
local building operations. Additionally, as a result of a community-by-community study of
repair and maintenance needs, each community should prepare a detailed proposal for
improvement of its schools, which the state would take to the national government for one-
time improvements. Such a proposal would include local and state funds, cash or in kind,
requesting a partial grant to ensure quick and full implementation. Associated with this
short-term recommendation is the suggested delay of any new facility construction untilexisting facilities are up to acceptable standards with sufficient qualified staff,
resources, and equipment for its operation.

After all facilities are up to standard, sufficient curriculum and related resourcesare in place, and staff Rre qualified for their assignments, then education for employment
is the recommended top priority. It is evident that current high school facilities need
major improvement and expansion, and with the increased enrollments facing the high school
additional construction is needed. The intent here is to improve what is before building
new facilities that could put a financial drain on the state's top priority.
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As is the case throughout the FSM, the issue of personnel qualifications and effec-
tiveness is at the heart of two major recommendations for the DOE.

The intent of the recommendations is to give the DOE full authority and accountability
to improve all aspects of their faculty and staff personnel system. The DOE must examine
its current policies with the intent to improve its hiring, promotion, salary, incentive,
and termination procedures. From this study should come such recommended programs as
performance contracts, certification standards, ongoing credential reviews, individualized
professional development plans, and inservice programs. Likewise, staff assignments,
inservice program enrollments, and means of monitoring teacher and administrator achieve-
ment would be improved. Last, the concept of adults paying a share of their career prepa-
ration should be considered, and professional associations for staff should be encouraged,
which will help maintain a professional image and individual pride in their field of
specialty.

In summary, the qualifications of staff are at the heart of any desired or needed
educational improvement effort. This will call for new and tougher mandates for teacher
and school administrator qualifications. These qualifications must be directed to specific
assignments, such as elementary teacher, counselor, math teacher, building principal. The
DOE will need to conduct exhaustive staff credential reviews and formulate a reasonable
plan to ensure that all nonqualified staff upgrade their credentials if they are to be
retained. Eventually, this will demand improvements in the current AA degree requirement,
up to at least an associate degree in related specialties. Close working relationships
will be needed between the DOE and the Board of Regents to achieve this recommendation.

Curriculum

Second only to qualified staff and a proper teaching/learning environment is the issue
of an up-do-date and FSM-relevant curriculum. The DOE is encouraged to fully support
national recommendations 7 and 10, which deal with beginning the process of devel-
oping or obtaining an FSM curriculum. Much of the expertise for such bilingual, bicultural
vocational education career development curriculum development resides in Chuuk. This
expertise needs to be made available to help the nation bring about needed curriculum
change and development.
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It is recommended that increased staff, authority, and resources at the state level
be dedicated to curriculum reform. It also suggested that creative arrangements be inves-
tigated with non-FSM firms, such as publishers, who are interested in cofinancing such
improvement. A range of local teacher incentives should be explored to engage teachers in
developed FSM cultural-based teacher and student materials. Last, it is recommended that
the printing function of the DOE be privatized to decrease cost and improve quality and
timely delivery.

Schwl Finance

While the topic of finance is a major and enduring one, the reports emphasize two
major areas of improvement. First, priority is given to the development of a high-school-
age vocational training and employment loan program. This program would provide needed
incentives to assure that the best training available is accessible and affordable for the
citizens of the state, much as it does for college-bound students. It is reco,..mended that
the state help those who need such training sad/or employment either inside or outside the
FSM. Such a program could eventually be financed by the individual's repayment, much as
the current student loan program operates.

Second, it is suggested that the DOE study and prepare a five-year strategic resource
development plan that takes into account projected short-falls, increased costs, and
increased student enrollment. This plan would look at the feasibility of special fees,
taxes, budget reallocations, and special corporate assessments, as well as the concept of
selling education for employment on a fee/cost basis to both the public and private
sectors.
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THE POSTSECONDARY STUDY

A SUMMARY

Introduction

This project also contained a special review and study of the postsecondary
educational system within the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM). During the study, the
issues of the efficiency, accessibility, and effectiveness of the postsecondary system were
carefully analyzed, resulting in a variety of recommendations and suggestions for
improvement, which are contained in a companion report.

During the course of the study, all the community college campuses and centers for
continuing education of (1) the Republic of the Marshall Islands, (2) the Federated States
of Micronesia, (3) the Republic of Palau, (4) the University of Guam, (5) the Guam Commun-
ity College, (6) the University of Hawaii and its community college, (7) the Hawaii-Pacific
College, and (8) the Hawaiian-based FSM Liaison Office were visited. During these visits,

over 102 people were interviewed, including college administrators (9), teachers (R),

students (35), state government officials (9), national government officials (11), members
and staff of the Board of Regents (10), off-island educators (12), and others (8). In

addition to the community college campuses and the centers for continuing education, other
postsecondary programs such as Trade Training and Testing (T3), Job Training Partnership
Act (JTPA), the Medical Officers' Training Program, Navy Seabees, and the like in the three
nations were also visited.

This report represents the best judgments and creative thinking about the problems
facing postsecondary education in the Federated States of Micronesia and their likely

solutions. It is based upon the realistic insights of those interviewed and a critical

review of relevant research and national data brought together by project staff. This

review of the problems and potential of postsecondary education reflects many of the same
broad concerns in general elementary and secondary education, and many of the solutions
complement those offered in the companion national report and other, earlier reports

prepared for the nation. A frank assessment of strengths and weaknesses is made, and
recommendations are presented about the role and functions of postsecondary education--
recommendations that we believe are in the best interest of the nation as a whole and
especially in the interest of its future postsecondary students. We believe that the

content of this brief report accurately and objectively conveys the nature of the poten-
tial, the problems, and the solutions that were communicated to us.
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Findings. The following represents a capsule of the numerous findings in the 55-pagepostsecondary report. These findings were the base from which the authors prepared recom-mendations for improvement and expansion:

o There is an insufficient pool of well-trained manpower needed for the economicgrowth hoped to be realized by the FSM.

o The nation's postsecondary system does not currently have the capacity or expansionplans to meet its shurt- and long-term needs.

o The three-nation treaty provides an excellent foundation for postsecondary educa-tional improvement but should have a longer-term commitment.

o The Board of Regents, in principle, is an excellent governing structure, but itmust be more aggressive in assuring multiagency coordination and strategicplanning; furthermore, its role and purpose must be better understood by allcitizens.

o Little is known nationally about the status, success, and problems of the nation's
postsecondary students within the College of Micronesia or elsewhere.

o The current student financial aid program lacks effective follow-up and provisionsfor recovery of funds from recipients.

o A major investment is needed to replace facilities and equipment.

o There are currently no specific degree programs for teachers or principals at anylevel needed to meet critical staff training needs across the nation.

o A large number of students leaving the FSM for postsecondary training couldeffectively be trained at home at great savings.

o The nation lacks the facilities, faculty, and financial commitment for needed adultcontinuing education.

o Youth and adult basic and vocational skill are below the acceptable level ofcurrent and projected private sector employers.

o Specific job training advances are limited by the lack of labor market projectiondata.
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o The lack of articulation between the high schools, postsecondary institutions, and
other training providers promotes duplication and voids in delivery.

o There will be a need for a senior college system with sufficient enrollments by the
year 2000.

o Strategic educational planning related to the nation's economic development invest-
ments is lacking.

RecommendationsA Summary. The following are the fundamental principles underlying
the report's 18 recommendations:

o All post-high school education and training programs and financial resource3 should
be coordinated cooperatively by the Board of Regents and the proposed new Depart-
ment of Education.

o State-level program, facility, faculty, and equipment articulation plans should be
developed at all levels of the public and private sectors.

o The three-nation treaty should be continued, but a longer time commitment is needed
to give postsecondary education stability.

o The Board of Regents should more fully exercise its mandate to evaluate its system
and cause greater levels of coordination and multiagency strategic planning.

o Future programming is critically needed in the areas of building maintenance,
marine industries, business management, entrepreneurship, apprenticeship training,
and student services.

o All future financial aid provided to students should be based upon need and ability
to achieve and should be tied to student obligations to pay back these investments
through service or cash payments.

o A senior college should be planned and should focus initially on a broad-based
elementary and secondary teacher and administrator training degree program and
secondly on a business management program for both the public and private sector.
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o All contracting with non-treaty-based colleges and universities should be carefully
coordinated with the Board of Regents to assure quality and match of program leveland content.

o A capital improvement fund should be established to pay for the creation of a new,
state-of-the-art community college campus, a senior college expansion at branch
campuses, and improvements at the Palau and Majuro campuses.
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Contributors
The quality and usefulness of this report and especially its recommendations and suggested methods of

improvement reflect the full cooperation of over 100 persons involved in some way in the nation's post-
secondary program operation. The authors are indebted to, and are appreciative of each person who gave of
his or her time and freely offered his or her perceptions of what postsecondary education is and how it should
and could be in the years to come. The following are the names of all the persons interviewed except the
thirty-five students who provide a wide range of perceptions. While the students are not listed by name
(because we promised not to identify them), they did provide very insightful perceptions of need and interest.

It should be noted that these 102 individuals come from all the key elements within the Federated States of
Micronesia and also from the republics and U.S.-based universities and colleges that play a major role in
providing postsecondary education to the nation. The names are presented in alphabetical order.
I. BOARD OF REGENTS AND REGENTS STAFF

Mr. Sabastian Anefal, Member, Yap
Deacon Alfred Capelle, Rector, Marshall Islands
Dr. John Carroll, Development Officer
Ms. Katherine Kesolei, Member, Palau
Mr. Phillip Muller
Dr. Eliuel Pretrick, Secretary, Department of Human Resources, FSM
Mr. Hanson Sigrah, Member, Kosrae
Dr. Singeru Singeo, Chancellor. College of Micronesia
Mr. Damien G. Sohl, Vice Rector and Director of Education. Pohnpei
Mrs. Anita Suta, Acting Director, Land Grant
Mr. Johnson Toribiong, Secretary/Treasurer, Palau
Dr. Anzito Walter, Special Assistant to Governor

II. NATIONAL GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
Dr. Catalino Cantero, Assistant Secretary for Education
Mr. John Haglegam, President of the Federated States of Micronesia
Dr. Iliroshi Ishmael, Vice President cf the Federated States of Micronesia
Mr. Danny Leopold, Postsecondary Education Administrator
Mr. John A. Mangefel, National Planner
Dr. William Morrison, Planning Advisor
Dr. Jim Reed, Director of Mental Health
Mr. Danny Rescue, Student Services Coordinator, Honolulu
Mr. Elsa Thomas, Director. Job Training Partnership Act Program
Capt. Robert Weilbacher, Secretary. Department of Transportation
Mr. Dennis Yamase, Legislative Counsel, FSM Congress

III. STATE OFFICIALS
Mr. Alfonso Fanechigiy, Director of Education, Yap
Mr. Singkitchy George, Director of Education, Kosrae
Mr. Annes Lebehnn, Speaker, Pohnpei State Legislature
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Mr. Moses Moglig, Scholarship Coordinator. Yap
Mr. Joseph Moses. Chairman. Committee of Education, FSM Congress
Mr. Chutomu Nimwes, Director of Education, Chuuk
Ms. Gary Smith, Yap Teacher Education & Certification Official

IV. COLLEGE ADMINISTRATORS
Mr. Graceful En let, Coordinator. Truk Continuing Education Center, College of Micronesia
Mr. Paul Gallen, President, Community College of Micronesia. Pohnpei Campus
Ms. Hilda Heine Jetnil. President. Community College of Micronesia, Majuro Campus
Mr. Dahlia Katosang, Director, Financial Aid Office, Micronesia Occupational College
Mr. Mario Katosang, Dean of Instruction, Micronesia Occupational College
Ms. Victoria Laetman. Coordinator. Yap Continuing Education Center. College of Micronesia
Mr. Kenzi Mad, Dean of Students. Micronesia Occupational Coiiege
Mr. Francis Matsutaro, Pmsident, Micronesian Occupational College
Mr. Hers Tesei. Dean of Students. Community College of Micronesia

V. OFF-ISLAND EDUCATORS
Dr. Albert Carr. Professor of Science, University of Hawaii
Dr. Franklin Cruz, Dean of Students, University of Guam
Mr. John Cruz. President. Guam Community College
Dr. Wilfred P. Guerrero, President. University of Guam
Dr. Alan Kohan, Assistant Professor, University of Hawaii at Manoa
Miss Sandra Liberty, Developmental Education. Guam Community College
Mr Mel Sakagachi. Chancellor's Office, University of Hawaii Community College System
Ms. Jennifer Seaver, Foreign Student Advisor, University of Hawaii
Dr Robert Underwood, Vice President, Academic Affairs. University of Guam
Mr. David Watt, Guam Community College, Admission
Dr. Chatt Wright, President. Hawaii Pacific College

VI. TEACHERS
Mr. Spensin James. Math and Science, Community College of Micronesia
Mr. Mike Kern, Community College of Micronesia
Ms. Enid McKay, Land Grant Office. Majuro
Sr. Irene Nieland, Nursing, Majurc
Mr. Harvey Segal, Teacher Education, Community College nf Micronesia
Sr. Donna Williams, General Education, Majuro
Dr. Richard Zingmark, Marine Science, Majuro
4-H Leader, Yap

VII. OTHERS
Patti and Bob Arthur, Owners, Village Hotel
Ensign Bo log. Navy, Seabees
Mr. Pedro Harris. Employer and Economic Development Officer
Seaman March, Navy. Seabees
Berrie Michelsen, Attorney
Dr. Clydes McCullver, U.S. International University
Mr. Jesse Sidney, Program Manager, Trade Training and Testing (T-I3)
Mr. Michael Wygant, U.S. Charge' d'Affairs, U.S. Embassy
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FSM CITIZENS AND AGENCIES PARTICIPATING

IN THE STUDY

(A Partial Listing)

POHNPEI STATE

FSM President
FSM Congress--Legal Counsel and

Speaker
FSM Attorney General
FSM Office of Planning and

Statistics--Key Staff
FSM Budget Office--Budget Officer

and Key Staff
FSM Congress--HESA Chairman and

Committee Members
Pohnpei State Legislature--Presiding

Officers and Senators
Pohnpei State Department of Justice--

Departments of Public Safety
and Fire and Disaster Control

Traditional Leader--Nahnken of Net
Office of Pohnpei State Director of

Education--Director and Division
Chiefs

Pohnpei State Department of
Education--Curriculum Chiefs

College of Micronesia--Chancellor
and Key Staff

PICS High School--Acting Principal,
Teachers and Students

PATS High School--Director,
Principal, Teachers and Students

Pohnpei Catholic SchoolPrincipal
and Teachers
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Trades, Training and Testing (T3)--
Program Manager and Trade Instructors

Sahpwerek Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Net Elementary School--Principal and
Teachers

Kolonia Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Pehleng Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Sekere Elemeutary School--Teachers
Saladek Elementary School--Principal

and Teachers
Awak Elementary School--Principal

and Teachers
Ohmine Elementary School--Principal

and Teachers
Sokens-Powe Elementary School--

Principal and Teachers
Sokens-Pah Elementary School--

Principal and Teachers
Enipein Elementary School--Principal

and Teachers
Net Elementary School--Members of

the PTA
Wone Elementary School--Principal

and Teachers
Lukop Elementary School--Principal

and Teachers



ESDM Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Pohnpei Catholic Deacons
Kolonia Town Government--Mayor
Sokens MunicipalityChief Magistrate
Micronesia Office of the Peace Corps

--Director
Pacific Evaluators Workshop

--Participants
Focus Groups--Business Leaders

and Parents
Bank of Guam--Manager
Pohnpei Chamber of Commerce

--President
Micronesia Bound Program (Aramas

Kaphw)--Director and Staff

CHUUK

First FSM President--Mr. Tosiwo
Nakayama

Chuuk State Legislature--Presiding
Officers, 10 Regional

State Senators, and Legal Counsel
Office of the State Director of Education

--Acting Directors and Division
Chiefs

Department of Public Safety--Chief of
Police

Recreation Office--Coordinator
Chamber of Commerce--President and

Members
Continental HotelManager and Staff

Members
Bank of Guam--Vice President and

Bank Manager
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Berea Christian High SchoolPrincipal,
Teachers, Staff, and Students

Berea Christian Elementary School--
Principal Teachers, Staff, and
Students

Xavier High SchoolDirector/Principal,
Teachers, Staff, and Students

Moen Jr. High School--Principal and
Teachers

Chuuk High School--Principal, Teachers,
Staff, and Students

Mechitiw Elementary School
--Principal and Teachers

Iras Elementary School--Principal,
Teachers and Staff

(Tannuk) Iras Annex--Head Teacher
and Teachers

Micronesian Seminar--Director
Catholic MissionDirecttir of

Catholic Schools
Focus Groups--Parents and Students
Sapuk Elementary School--Principal

and Teachers
P and P Elementary School--Principal

and Teachers
Neiuo Elementary School--Site

Observation
Sapuk Elementary SchoolPrincipal

and Teachers
St. Cecilia School--Principal and

Teachers
Pis-Moen Elementary School--

Principal and Teachers
Mwan Elementary School--Principal

and Teachers
Southern Namoneas Jr. High School

--Vice Principal and Teachers
Nukuno Elementary School--Principal

and Teachers
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Nechap Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Nechap Annex School--Principal
and Teachers

Kuohua Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Udot Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Fanapenges Elementary School
--Principal and Teachers

Amwachang Elementary School
--Principal and Teachers

Eason Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Faichuk Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Wonip Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Faro Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Epin Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Nukaf Elementary SchoolPrincipal
and Teachers

Eot Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Sino Memorial School--Principal
and Teachers

Etten Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Messa Elementary SchoolPrincipal
and Teachers

Pwelle Elementary School--Principal
a.ld Teachers

West Fefan Elementary School
--Principal and Teachers

Sapore Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Kukku Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers
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Romanum Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Tsis Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

UFO Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Uman Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Kuchu Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Penieta Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Malaio Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Lukunor Elementary SchoolPrincipal
and Teachers

Oneop Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Satawan Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Ta Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Kuttu Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Moch Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Nomwin Elementary School (Hall
Islands)--Principal and Teachers

Pattiw Jr. High School--Principal
Mort locks Jr. High School--Principal

and Teachers



gc

KOSRAE

Kosrae State--Governor and Staff
Office of Kosrae State Delegation

to the FSM Congress
State LegislatureKey Staff Members
Kosrae State Department of

Education--Office of the State
Director--Division Chiefs and Key
Staff

Kosrae High School--Principal,
Teachers, Staff and Students

Le lu Elementary SchoolPrincipal
and Teachers

Malaem Elementary SchoolPrincipal
and Tatchers

Utwe Elementary SchoolPrincipal
and Teachers

Walung Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Seventh-Day Adventist School
--Headmaster and Teachers

Community and Church Leaders

YAP

State of Yap--Lt. Governor
Yap State LegislatureSpeaker
Yap FSM Congress OfficeSenator
Council of Tamol
State Board of Education--President

and Members
St. Mary's School--Principal and

Teachers
Yap High School--Principal and

Teachers
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Outer Islands High SchoolPrincipal,
Teachers, and Staff

Gaanelay Elementary School- -Preincipal
and Teachers

Baal Elementary SchoolPrincipal
and Teachers

Kanifay Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Falalop (Ulithi) Elementary School
--Principal and Teachers

Mogmog Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

Asor Elementary School--Principal
and Teachers

TTPA Off ice--Key Staff
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